
Getting started with Reaction Paths 
 
We are going to illustrate some path calculations that can be performed with MOIL. The 
system we are going to consider is an alanine-rich peptide WH21 with amino acid 
sequence: 
 
WAAAHAAARAAAARAAAARAA, 
 
with the N-terminal capped with a COCH3 group and the C-terminal with an NH2 group. 
Its helix-coil conformational change has been studied by experiment  (J. Phys. Chem. B 
104, 3478), and simulations (Biophys. J. 85, 2919, Biophys. J. 87, 3786, J. Phys. Chem. 
A 113, 7461). 
 
The path programs in MOIL are based on boundary value formulations of the path. In 
practice, this means that in order to perform these calculations we need to know the initial 
and final configurations of the molecular system we want to study.  
 
In our case, we will assume that somebody else provides to us the coordinates for the 
initial and final configurations of WH21 for a helix -> coil transformation.  The 
coordinates can be found at moil.example/helix_coil/chmin in the moil directory. The file 
whs1.crd contains the coordinates of a helical conformation of the peptide in MOIL crd 
file format. File whs15.crd contains the coordinates of a coiled (and bent) conformation 
of the peptide. We can visualize both structures using zmoil. To do that, we need to 
compute the connectivity file for the peptide. The connectivity file can be computed 
running Build connectivity using moil.tcl (Figure 1) and providing the poly file for this 
peptide (that you can find at moil.example/helix_coil/conn): 
 
apep.poly: 
~ 
MOLC=(apep) #mon=23 
NTR0 TRP  ALA  ALA  ALA  HIP  ALA  ALA  ALA  ARG 
ALA  ALA  ALA  ALA  ARG  ALA  ALA  ALA  ALA  ARG 
ALA  ALA  CTR1 
*EOD 
 
As you see, the poly file contains the amino acid sequence information for the peptide 
including the two terminal residues NTR0 and CTR1. MOLC provides the name for the 
molecular system (we call it apep that stands for alpha peptide) and #mon is the total 
number of residues present.  



 
Figure 1: Screen snapshot illustrating how to call the connectivity program with moil.tcl. 
 
 
For this example, we only need to provide three input files: the Monomer, Property and 
Polymer files. We can use the OPLSUA_ALL.MONO monomer file and the 
OPLSUA_ALL.PROP property file to generate United Atom force field parameter values 
appropriate for this system. We will use apep.poly as polymer file (see Fig. 2)  
 
When we compute paths involving large conformational changes of the molecular system 
is important to make sure that we prevent that hydrogen atoms (that have zero radii in the 
standard OPLS force field) overlap each other producing a very large energy and possible 
red flags in the calculation. So before running the connectivity program we need to add a 
check mark in the HVDW box that will turn on the inclusion of a small finite value for 
the van der Waals radius of the hydrogen atoms present in the system. Once you have 
clicked that box, you can run the program in your machine by clicking the button Run 
Locally to generate the connectivity file (with extension wcon) for our peptide system. 
 



 
Figure 2: Screen snapshot of the input window for the connectivity program in moil.tcl. 
 
With the connectivity file created, called apep.wcon is easy to visualize the structures 
contained at whs1.crd and whs15.crd. In moil.tcl. you simply go to View Struct… and 
then click at New Config File. A Cmoil structure window shows up (Fig. 3). To visualize 
whs1.crd, we can point to the locations of the connectivity and coordinate files in the first 
two rows in the window, and in the Display Mode we can click in the Secondary 
Structure button. Finally, we click in View (zmoil) to view the structure in zmoil (Fig. 4). 
Similar steps can be followed to see whs15.crd structure as well. 
 



 
Figure 3: Screen snapshot of the input window to visualize the helical structure whs1.crd. 
 



 
 
Figure 4: Snapshot of the zmoil screen of the whs1.crd structure. You can use the options 
on the left to make changes, for example to rotate the molecule or change the background 
color. 
 
A program that can generate a path connecting these two boundary conformations is 
called chmin. This program uses a self-penalty walk algorithm to compute an 
approximation to the minimum energy path (MEP) connecting the two states.  Even if 
this is not the kind of trajectory that you are looking for your particular system, it is 
usually a good idea to generate a chmin trajectory as starting point for more advanced 
path algorithms like mfep.  The reason for this is that the chmin algorithm is relatively 
stable so unless that during the optimization of the trajectory a very bad conformation is 
generated, chmin usually will produce a well-behaved trajectory with low energy 
conformations connecting the boundary conformations. 
 
To run chmin using moil.tcl, we first click in Calculate and then in Min Energy Path and 
New Config File. That will open a window to input the information needed to run Chmin.  
If you just created the connectivity file, then the correct connectivity file will appear in 
the Connectivity File box. If not, you can click Browse and search for apep.wcon in your 
own directories. 
 
You can see there are two boxes for coordinate files. In there we will input the 2 
configurations of WH21 we have: whs1.crd and whs15.crd (Fig. 5).  
 
Then you find a series of boxes. Most of them do not need to be modified for general 
calculations. The more important are #ste that inputs the maximum number of 
minimization steps that will be used during the optimization of the chmin functional. The 



default is 100 that it is usually too low for a peptide system. Values greater than 1000 are 
often needed for better optimization.  
 
Another important parameter is grid that controls the total number of conformations 
representing the path. For example, grid=10 will compute a path that contains 10 
structures including the two boundary conformations. Your choice will depend on the 
system and event under consideration. For a small conformational change of a peptide 
(for example, a few side chains changing their orientations) a small grid value would be 
ok, but for protein folding grid values bigger than 1000 are probably needed to obtain a 
non-too jumpy transition. For our case involving a helix to coil transition, a grid = 90 
would be good enough. 
 

 
Figure 5: Screen snapshot of the input window for the chmin program in moil.tcl. 
 
Then, there are parameters that control parameters in the chmin functional.  Gama is a 
force constant to restraint neighboring conformations in the path at equidistant positions. 
It is a good practice to make first a run with gama small so the conformations in the path 



are more free to move during the optimization, followed by a second run, this time with a 
larger value of gama to generate a path with more evenly distributed conformations along 
the path.  We are going to use gama=20.0 first.  The repl and lmbd are parameters that 
control the strength of a next-nearest neighbor repulsion term. For example largest values 
of repl will make the path more straight looking. We will use the default values of 
repl=100 and lmbd=2 (these default values don’t need to be input). 
 
Another important flag is cini. This tells chmin that the two boundary conformations are 
input so the program will try to compute a path connecting them.  
 
The parameter list tells chmin how much often to update the non-bonded list in the 
calculation and provides also the number of steps for writing down information in the log 
file and  #wcr is the number of steps for writing down coordinates during the run. We 
will use list=500 and #wcr=1000. A large value for the update of the non-bonded list is 
justified here because we are not including explicitly solvent molecules in the box, and 
we can use a very large cutoff for the list (RMAX=9999.). 
 
Finally, we can include an implicit solvation Born generalized model by clicking on the 
box next to GBSA. And don’t forget to fill in the Output path File name to write down 
the path coordinates in MOIL path format. We will name it whs_chmin_90.pth. 
 
Then, we run the program by clicking Run Locally and after waiting a few minutes the 
run is completed.  If you click on the View Output button, the log file will show up. 
Going down the file you will see the progress of the chmin optimization by noticing the 
decrease of the Current gradient number for the chmin functional. Also, you will see 
columns of data that show the configurations in the path, distance separating them, and 
the last column is the potential energy of each configuration.  You should check that at 
the end of the log file, all those energies are negative. Positive values will suggest that 
chmin fails to optimize the path. 
 
We can perform a second chmin run using as coordinate input file the path in 
whs_chmin_90.pth. In order to do so, we input this file in the Coordinate File box. In this 
case we don’t need to fill out the Coordinate File 2. To tell chmin that the coordinate 
input file is a path file, we uncheck the cini box. To enforce equidistance between 
structures in the path, in this run we increase the values of gama to 2000 and repl to 
10000. We can run this job for #ste=2000 steps. We finally, change the Output path File 
name to whs_chmin_90_2.pth. We run the program again and after awhile we can check 
the log file generated for correctness of the optimization process.  
 
A more accurate estimate of the MEP can be calculated using the program sdp or its 
serial implementation sdpS. At the moment, this program is not available using the GUI 
so it must be run at the command mode.  
 
We first need to create an input file for the spdS program that can be created using your 
favorite text editor.  The following is the input file that we are going to use in our run (we 
call it sdp.inp and the file can be found in moil.example/helix_coil/sdp): 



 
 
file conn name=(apep.wcon) read 
file rcrd name=(whs_chmin_90_2.pth) bina read 
file wcrd name=(whs_sdp_90.pth) bina wovr 
#ste=2000 list=500  
gama=2000. grid=90 hami=1.d-5 
rmax=9999. epsi=1. cdie v14f=8. el14=2. cpth 
gbsa 
action 
 
The file contains many of the flags and parameters we already found in the program 
chmin. A new parameter is hami that appears in the sdp functional and it should be a very 
small number. The sdp functional does not contain a next-nearest neighbor term so we 
don’t need to include the repl and lmbd terms. The rcrd file is the coordinate file that is 
used as input parameter for this calculation. In our case, we are using as input file the 
output generated by chmin. To tell the program that we are reading a path coordinate file 
we add the flag cpth. The wcrd file will store the output trajectory for the sdp calculation.  
 
To run sdpS (for this small system the serial version is good enough) you can type: 
 
$YOUR_DIRECTORY/moil/moil.source/exe/sdpS < sdp.inp > sdp.log 
 
where you $YOUR_DIRECTORY is the directory that contain the moil folder in your 
computer. After the run finishes, you can examine the log file. This file provides useful 
information about the progress of the optimization process. You should check that the 
forces for every conformation in the path (the last column in the five-column set of data 
that are written during the run) are small, with the exception of the values at the boundary 
states for which the coordinates are kept fixed during the calculation. You should also 
check that the current gradient value is decreasing to a small value during the progress of 
the run. That indicates that the optimization calculation is successful. 
 
 
 



 
Figure 6: Screen snapshot of the input window to visualize the path file whs_sdp_90.pth 
for the helix coil transition of the peptide. 
 
Although, we cannot use moil.tcl to run this program, we can still use zmoil to visualize 
the resultant trajectory. In order to do so, in moil.tcl we go to View Struct… and then we 
click at New Config File. We have to input the connectivity file and the coordinate file in 
the corresponding boxes in the Cmoil window that shows up (see Fig. 6). Then you can 
select your favorite Display Mode. We selected Stick for the side chain atoms and 
Secondary Structure for the backbone atoms. To see the entire path, we write 90 in the 
Number of Structures box.  If you don’t want to do anything fancy you simply can click 
in View (zmoil) to visualize the first structure of the path. To watch a movie of the entire 
trajectory, you can check the box Movie Mode in the UI panel at the left and the movie 
will be displayed. A movie for this coil to helix transition can be seen in the Movie 
Gallery of the Moil website. 
 



Before ending this tutorial, we would like to mention that is you feel more comfortable 
running the programs using a command mode instead of the moil graphical interface you 
can do that following the procedure described to run sdpS. First, you create the 
corresponding input files for the programs and then run them. To generate the 
connectivity file you use: 
 
$YOUR_DIRECTORY/moil/moil.source/exe/conn < conn.inp > conn.log 
 
and to run chmin: 
 
$YOUR_DIRECTORY/moil/moil.source/exe/chmin < chmin.inp > chmin.log 
 
The corresponding input files are found in moil.example/helix_coil/conn and 
moil.example/helix_coil/chmin, respectively. 
 
 


